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Positronic Fluids
In ancient times, the subtle radiance of all living organisms was recognized as sacred knowledge among the
Atlantean Sons of the Law of One. Ayurveda prescribes barefoot lifestyles at pyramids and temple sites in
conjunction with drinking Soma: ‘elixir of immortality’. Soma kindles ‘The Fire of Life’ within the human body,
enhancing biophoton emission from resonant transmutation reactions that illuminate our blood and skin.1
In contravention of Creational Law, immoral ET races now seeking dominion over Earth have weaponized
this sacred biophysical knowledge. Synchronous information shared by UFO contactees in Switzerland and
Mexico support the contentions of the Siberian sage Anastasia concerning a devious invasion plan being
executed by a malevolent ET race possessing high technological capabilities. Information from these 3 highlevel sources confirms this aggressive ET race has developed sophisticated weapons that can control
masses of Earthly human beings by subjecting them to the radiations of concentrated negative thoughts.
Plejaren beamship
Eduard ‘Billy’ Meier

Swiss UFO contactee Eduard Meier2 published significant information regarding the off-world origin of a
high-tech species of nefarious humanoids operating from a large UFO base hidden within a subterranean
city below the Orion Pyramid Complex at Giza, Egypt. Meier gives an excellent account of his covert visit to
the subterranean city undertaken on February 3, 1956 with his ET guide Asket, of the Timar civilization:
But now she explained to me that she was attaching a small device to my belt, so we would also continue to remain
invisible after we left the ship... Suddenly Asket grasped me by the hand and led me to a small entrance, opening to
the pyramid. Through long, musty passageways, we walked in twilight through the interior of the pyramid. Then it
was so dark that I could not recognize anything more. I wondered about the fact that I did not collide with anything
and that Asket found the way in spite of this... [complete] darkness.
We walked in that manner for a long time and I felt that we climbed down somewhere on various occasions. Then
suddenly a very weak light was discernable precisely as if the first light of dawn entered, yet I was not able to fathom
the source of this twilight. Now we stood before an enormous, squared stone, somewhere deep in the pyramid. Right
before my eyes, suddenly the gigantic ashlar simply dissolved into nothing. And already Asket pulled me over the
position where, just a few seconds before, the giant ashlar had been completely joined with other squared stones.
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A steeply descending passageway, which was guarded by two oddly clothed men, opened behind the ashlar
which had just now vanished. And as I threw back a glance as I walked down the passageway, I could not help
but ascertain that the squared stone, which had just disappeared, was again precisely as visible and completely
joined as just shortly before, when I saw it for the first time from the other side.
As I made this assessment, Asket’s "voice" whispered in my consciousness that I should be mute and not try to
speak because we were in a place which was not constructed by her race and it additionally would not be even
slightly useful if we were to be identified here and uncovered by the guards. The guards we saw are members of,
or are related to, a power-conscious, extraterrestrial group, who, through certain impure means, force a majority
of Earth humanity under their control, in order to bring the entire Earth under their control.

Spherical gravity motors
Mandelbrot configuration
Plejaren beamship

So then I became silent and mutely followed my leader past the two guards, who took no initiative at all against
us. Quite obviously they could not see us, and it seemed to me as if, for the two of them, Asket and I simply did
not exist. It was a funny situation for me to which I simply could not so quickly accustom myself in spite of the
previous experiences. It was simply something completely new and unusual for me.
The passage, which was furnished throughout with steps, led steeply and deeply down into the pyramid –deeper
and deeper it went down, and then, suddenly, we stood in a gigantic hall which seemed to overflow with light
coming from everywhere and nowhere. The hall was giant sized, as was the gigantic disc-shaped spaceship
which rested here next to various smaller ships in the middle of this hall, deep below the surface of the Earth.
A giant spaceship deep below the foundation walls of the Pyramid of Giza. I actually believed I was dreaming. I
pinched myself on the ears, once, twice, three times. I felt the pain and I pressed my fingernails into my ears. The
pain intensively reinforced itself. It actually was not a dream. Here, resting deep below the Pyramid of Giza, was
actually a discus-shaped spaceship of approximately three hundred meters in diameter. A ship similar to the one I
nd
already had seen once on June 2 , 1942. And this ship here must indeed already have been in this giant storage
hall for centuries or even for millennia, very deep under the Earth and, by my reckoning, at least 3,000 or 4,000
3
meters below, or to the side and downward, from the [Great] Pyramid of Giza.
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Meier’s stealthy tour of the immense beamship hangar below the Giza plateau was enabled by the superior
technological means of Asket, deftly employed to allow their invisible bypass of the Bafath guards, operating
under strict orders from Kamagol II to kill any tresspassers on site.4 The covert influence and negative
intentions of the Bafath ETs identified through the Plejaren contacts of Swiss amputee Eduard Meier were
likewise discussed in the UFO contact case of Professor Hernandez in Cuatla, Mexico which began in 1977.
The Inxtrian ET visitor Elyense shared matching information characterizing this malevolent group as ‘Xhumz’.
Elysense exposed their strategic contamination of Earth’s atmosphere with ‘smounr’, a potent fluid medium
weaponized by concentration of negative human emotions derived from multitudes of fearful human beings:
“The Xhumz lack sentiments and experience no emotion at all. This is because their scientific ancestors achieved,
more than two thousand years ago, the eradication of fear in their minds, for the purpose of which their world
would live in optimum, individual circumstances.
“The Xhumz nevertheless achieved the eradication of all sentiment. They deprived themselves of love, of
friendship, of benevolence, and finally of all sentiments that could obstruct their power. This was programmed for
the civilizations that would follow. In your world emotions of that type predominated. They observed how the
hypersensitivity of the individual could be used to develop profound hate, and how the absence of love many times
induces not only the suicide of one person, but the annihilation of a whole race…

UFO spraying smounr fluid
Negative thought complex

“They conditioned the Earth human to a mental level, slowly, without recourse to grave confrontations of violence,
utilizing products, which, in combination with the atmospheric gases, produced mental modifications in the race.
They employed chemical elements in the air, in the waters and in the Earth itself. They cast derivatives of smounr
(a liquid that can be produced [to store human thoughts by perpetually cycling] in three states: gas, liquid and solid,
according to our studies) in the oceans and seas, the rivers, lakes, clouds, etc…
“This promoted degenerative regressions in human life. In your world there are still no scientists who could study
this kind of weapon. In this manner, depending of the grade of mental level presented by the human being, they
could, favored by the same violence that propitiates this finality, provoke confrontations between the continents.
“The different countries that proceed at the head scientifically will find themselves suddenly before an unusual
violence inexplicably provoked there by they themselves, escalated to a level beyond which it could not he
returned. Then the Xhumz will attack. The humans of Earth will be too occupied in belligerent confrontations with
their neighbors to give much attention to the dangers that will overcome them in space. For when the human of
Earth detects any anomaly, it will already be too late…
"If the scientists of your world can unite and analyze point by point all that has been discovered in the laboratories,
and advance from there, not only sharing, but amplifying their knowledge –of others, other worlds, other galaxies;
not just the Xhumz, who are a little more than 100 light years from your planet, but some far beyond your own
Galaxy, will contemplate your world with respect.
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“This is the epoch in which they are aiming to come back to this Solar system. They possess weapons
unsuspected by your people, possess a technology superior to yours, are more than three thousand years in
advance scientifically; you have a world degraded, contaminated, and violent…
“They possess advanced technologies before which you would be devastated. It will require the alliance of your
whole planet to repel one attack of the proportion which can be expected. The Xhumz have been dominating your
world since the years from 1914, have been proposing that you yourselves annihilate each other, and perhaps
when your world is desolated they will come and colonize it. Thus they would increase even more the territory
5
which they dominate."

Despite possessing expert-level knowledge on the subject of nuclear physics, Mexican UFO contactee
Professor Hernandez was not able to fully comprehend these unsettling explanations shared by Elyense of
Inxtria. The professor struggled to grasp the many disturbing truths being presented to him by an ET visitor.
Many specific details concerning nefarious activities of ET control operations within governments have been
directly corroborated by the Siberian sage Anastasia,6 who visited an ‘invasion center’ on the homeworld of
an emotionless scientist named ‘Arkaan’. Although Anastasia did not identify this group directly by name, the
overwhelming synchronicity of evidence confirms these aggressors as the Bafath. Their categorization by the
Inxtrians as ‘Xhumz’ references their negative (self-centered) spiritual orientation; being devoid of emotion.
New developments in the field of phonon resonance transmutation allow us to define the profusion of lowenergy nuclear reactions that perpetually vitalize all living organisms, fluctuating in perfect synchrony with the
shifting bioelectrical influences of planetary infrasound resonance. Although the fundamental mechanisms
facilitating the concentration of human thought within biophoton fields is not yet understood, the essential role
of specific atomic reactions can now be discerned within a concise mathematical framework for the first time.
The cursory explanation of weaponized ‘smounr’ fluid shared by the Inxtrian ET Elyense –described as a
fluid system sustaining a cyclical reaction involving all three states of matter– exactly matches the highly
detailed descriptions given by Anastasia of fluid preparations utilized by all members of the Bafath society
for multiple advanced purposes. Her careful observations of scientific procedures executed on the Bafath
homeworld reveal specialized use of glowing fluid concoctions for purposes of procreation and destruction.
Anastasia and Vladimir’s astral viewing of Arkaan, a leading scientist among the Bafath, identified the use of
a special type of resonant transmutation glassware and saline biophotonic transmutation fluid for controlled
reproduction. Through artificial means, specialized genetic manipulation of every fetus achieves the desired
collective goal of reducing their civilization to self-service as emotionless, negatively oriented automatons:
We found ourselves overlooking one of the cities or settlements of the huge planet. Our aerial view afforded us the
following picture: As far as the eye could see, the whole populated area consisted of a great many cylindrical
installations, something like our modern skyscrapers, set in a large number of circles.
In the center of each circle were low-rise structures somewhat reminiscent of trees on Earth –even their sensorleaves were green. Anastasia confirmed that these artificial structures draw up from the ground all the components
of substances needed for sustenance, which are then dispatched through special pipes into the homes of every
inhabitant of this particular world. Not only that but they maintain the requisite atmosphere for the planet…
We found ourselves almost at the very top of one of the cylindrical skyscrapers. There were absolutely no
windows in this alien apartment block. The circular walls were marked off into dull-colored squares. Near the
bottom of each square was a raisable door –the kind you might find on our modern garages. Now and then one of
the doors would open and out would come a small flying machine similar to the one we had seen near the
automated factory, and fly off on its own.
It turns out there was a small garage for one of these machines located below each apartment in the high-rise.
There were no lifts or doors in the building. Each flat had its own entrance directly from the garage. And, as it
turned out, every inhabitant of the planet acquired an apartment like this once he reached a certain age…
Upon finding ourselves in the brown-haired man’s flat just after he arrived home, my initial impression was one of
surprise at its simplicity and apparent lack of amenities. The room, approximately thirty square meters in area,
was completely barren. It wasn’t just that there were no windows or partitions –there wasn’t even the barest
modicum of furniture. The smooth, pale walls bore not a single painting or shelf by way of decoration…
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Indeed, no sooner had the brown-haired alien come up from his garage below, than the ceiling and walls of the
room began to glow with a soft light. Arkaan turned to face the wall next to the entrance, placed the palm of his
hand on the surface and uttered a sound. A panel on the wall lit up… He went on giving voice commands, and the
following events ensued in the room.
From a section of the wall all at once an armchair began to inflate. Then beside the chair another little niche
opened, from which a small table emerged, along with some kind of semi-transparent container resembling a
laboratory flask. On the opposite wall of the room a large screen lit up, about one-and-a-half to two meters in
diagonal. The screen showed a beautiful woman in a slinky bodysuit seated in a comfortable chair.
The woman was holding a container in her hands
similar to the one on the table beside Arkaan. The
image of the woman on the screen was threedimensional, and much sharper than our TV sets. It
seemed as though she were not on a screen, but
sitting there in the room. Anastasia explained that
Arkaan and the woman sitting opposite him were
forming a child together.
“The inhabitants of this planet do not have sufficient
strength of feeling to enter into sexual relations like
people on Earth. Outwardly their bodies are no
different, but the absence of feelings does not allow
them to produce offspring the way people do on
Earth. It is their own cells and hormones that are
contained in the test-tubes that you see. Men and
women visualize what they would like their future
child to be like. They mentally instill in him the
information they themselves contain, and discuss
his future activity. This process lasts approximately
3 years in Earth time.
“Once they determine that the process of the child’s
formation is complete, they join the contents of the
2 containers together in a special laboratory, the
child is produced and raised in a special nursery
school until he comes of age. Then as a mature
member of the community he is offered an
apartment and assigned to the personal roster of
one of the work groups.”
Arkaan alternated his gaze between the woman on the screen and the liquid in the little sealed container. All at once
the wall screen dimmed, but the alien remained seated in his chair, his eyes fixed on the container on the table in
7
front of him holding a particle of his future child… Arkaan slept clasping the little container in his hands to his chest.

Anastasia’s astute explanations of in vitro procreation technologies utilized on Arkaan’s planet are made
comprehensible by recent developments in phonon transfer alchemy. Vital forces are provided for gametes
placed in these semi-transparent glass containers by the positronic emissions of resonant transmutation
reactions induced by metallic nanoparticles suspended within the glass matrix. These include several percent
nickel content, for conducting electron emissions of positronic fluids into EM fields encompassing the vessel.
This conclusion is informed by the high nickel content of the Tunguska silicon grail, which does not function
as a phonon transfer agent, but instead acts as an electrical conductor in the transmutation vessels. In vitro
procreation processes used on Arkaan’s planet require special resonant temperature conditions for the
preparation of gametes. The vessels are maintained at body temperature by invisible infrared light beams
emitted from a nearby wall panel –a fact not explained by Anastasia due to Vladimir’s limited understanding.
The procreation flasks of Arkaan’s people maintain their gametes at ~37.8°C for extended durations, allowing
for a 3-year process for instilling thought complexes within the positronic fluid medium –those thoughts of the
two parents pertaining specifically to the desired characteristics of the offspring they are creating together.
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High biophysics knowledge demonstrated through the technological achievements and correspondingly
complex mental activities of Arkaan’s people reflects their total dependence on technical means for
accomplishing biological acts that arise naturally out of emotional impulses influenced by sex hormones.
Selective removal of emotional factors by preventive genetic manipulation has left Arkaan’s society without
any possibility of natural intercourse afforded by emotional interaction, leaving their continuance in question:
“They have already learnt to gather the energy human thoughts and feelings can produce into a unified complex
and are proud of that achievement.
“Look, and you will see in front of that group of aliens there is a container of glowing liquid, which is being
transformed back and forth between gaseous, liquid and solid states. They have no weapon stronger than what is
concentrated in that small container. Later they will distribute its whole contents into a whole lot of small, shallow
containers. One of the sides of the container will act as a special reflector. Each one of them will wear a similar
device around his neck in the form of a medallion.

“All the aliens you see sitting in front go you are wearing such devices right now. When a ray from this medallion is
directed at a Man, it may provoke in him feelings of fear, reverence or excitement. And it can paralyze not only a
person’s will, but also his consciousness and his body. This ray contains thoughts of a multitude of people…
“In the container standing in front of you there is enough energy to overcome approximately three quarters of all
the minds on the Earth and to take over people’s feelings. That they consider to be more than enough. Then the
8
whole Earthly civilization will begin to pay them obeisance. And their power will increase.”

The highly advanced in vitro procreation procedures –facilitating genetic manipulation of an entire civilization
to be entirely devoid of emotion– affords their complete invulnerability to the potent radiations of negative
emotional complexes concentrated within the glowing positronic fluid medium (illustrated opposite, above).
The process of eliciting, collecting and concentrating negative emotions from multitudes of Earth humans
appears to be closely aligned with the serial UFO plasma beam abduction activities of the Baal Consortium,
comprised of various giant, predatory humanoids species as well as diminutive, man-eating gnomes.
The vampiric fixation of serial cannibals, whether of Earthly human or ET origin, draws physical sustenance
from blood in addition to an etheric or negative spiritual nourishment supplied only when extracting ‘the
essence’ of the victim’s vital energy, just as depicted in the visionary children’s film ‘The Dark Crystal’ (1982).
In addition to highly controlled in vitro procreation methods, the Bafath civilization has further weaponized
their knowledge of the positronic fluid medium, thereby contravening the Holy Law. Waging psychic warfare
through negative psychic radiations –while altering themselves to be immune to its effects– has firmly fixed
their spiritual orientation in alignment with destructive forces and bringing their continuance into question.
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The weak biophoton emission of human skin was first identified by this author in 2013 as a resonant atomic
conversion cascade involving rapid transmutation of dissolved sodium atoms in the presence of oxygen at
37.8°C, through brief gas phases as neon and argon atoms before recombination as potassium atoms:
[French biophysicist C.L.] Kervran's report [revealing the sodium-potassium imbalance of human excreta] was
published in 1963, presenting carefully drawn conclusions that comprised the [preliminary] identification of
resonant nuclear transmutations occurring in the human body…
Subsequent attempts to replicate this reaction in vitro were successful, and progressed to more complex
experimental setups in Japanese universities, where the reaction was replicated under spectrographic observation
by various other researchers using sodium vapor (Torii, Sakurazawa, Odagiri, 1963; Ohsawa, Kushi, 1964). The
spectral emission lines of potassium consistently appeared in the pure sodium vapor.
Time and time again, this reliable experiment revealed the same startling result --sodium vapor heated at low
temperatures converted into potassium at a stable rate that increased with electrical input to the system. Neon
and argon gases added to the sodium/oxygen reaction were found to increase the potassium output, for unknown
reasons. Phonon resonance calculations determine precise temperature thresholds that induce atomic conversion
cascade chains involving neon and argon gases:

Phonon frequency matching of oxygen heated to 37.8°C with hydrogen at rest (20°C) induces conversion of
22
21
20
20
sodium atoms into neon isotopes (Ne , Ne , Ne ). Phonon resonance of Ne atoms at 37.7°C with stable argon
40
isotope (Ar ) induces resonant fusion of two neon gas atoms into a single argon gas atom. O/H resonance at
39 9
37.8°C then induces fission of argon atoms, yielding hydrogen and potassium (K ).
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These surprising determinations represent the only viable explanation for the biophotonic glow of human
blood and skin, and the measurable luminosity of our eyes. Biophotons are emitted from nuclear reactions
induced by phonon frequency matching of O16 with H1 and Ne20 with Ar40 (below) near body temperature at
37.8°C. Human radiance becomes amplified under the enhanced bioelectrical conditions generated within
the piezoelectric stone chambers of Atlantean pyramids and megalithic temples throughout the world.

The Essene Master Jesinavarah spoke directly of resonant transmutation as the Fire of Life. “Master, where
is the fire of life?” asked some of them. “In you, in your blood, in your bodies.” 10 Clearly, the developments of
phonon resonance alchemy confirm resonant atomic transmutation reactions perpetuated in human blood
release hydrogen atoms that enable an adept such as the Buddha to survive without drinking any water:
The evolution of red-blooded mammals has specifically exploited the phonon frequency interactions of gases
and metals in the blood for producing excited electron states that have yet to be fully understood. Phonon
vibration of individual oxygen atoms bound to iron atoms in hemoglobin enables the resonant atomic
recombination process by instilling the target frequency of daughter elements.
Quite surprisingly, the atomic diameters of O and H atoms are relatively similar despite their difference in
atomic mass, allowing for frequency matching possibilities near room temperature. As oxygen atoms are driven
through repeating heat fluctuations by cyclical movement through the human body, frequency matching with
hydrogen atoms occurs in the warmer areas before slowly dropping in the extremities. The resonant frequency
1
of hydrogen (H ) in its rest state is 3,773,180 Hz, according to the element's atomic diameter at 20°C. Oxygen
16
isotope (O ) resonates at this same frequency when heated to 37.8°C:

Blood circulating within the heart and large arteries maintains temperature near 38.0°C, slightly elevated above
average core body temperature near 37.0°C. This significant variance of blood from the mean human body
temperature induces rhythmic thermal fluctuations in blood cells according to their cyclical transport from the
warm heart to the slightly cooler extremities and skin capillaries. During circulation, fission of iron atoms
11
releases hydrogen atoms by phonon induction of bound oxygen atoms at 37.8°C.
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These conclusions suggest the glowing positronic fluid medium of the Bafath replicates the biophotonic
emission of nuclear reactions occurring within the human epidermis. In vitro replication of this cyclical
biophotonic reaction within a fluid medium maintained at 37.8°C is enabled by the balancing activity of an
inverse reaction whereby potassium atoms are resonantly converted back into sodium atoms. This inverse
reaction is easily achieved by applying the requisite phonon transfer agent to induce targeted reactions.

The dissolution of ionic compounds such as salt to form saline solution allows free motion of individual
atoms within the fluid medium. Polarized H2O molecules cluster around positive and negative hydrated ions
suspended in solution, forming clathrates. Positively charged sodium (Na23) cations attract oxygen (O16)
atoms, whereas negatively charged chlorine (Cl35, Cl37) anions attract hydrogen (H1) atoms (above). Phonon
vibrations of lithium isotope (Li7) may induce conversion of potassium (K39) into unstable magnesium (Mg23):

The phonon frequency of lithium isotope (Li7) at rest (20°C) is 35,747,397 Hz, according to the atom's exact
diameter at 20°C, facilitating resonant nuclear reactions targeting magnesium at human body temperature.
The latest atomic data for the lithium transfer isotope and unstable magnesium target isotope are provided,
defining the degree of accuracy for each respective phonon resonance calculation (highlighted in blue). The
phonon frequency of lithium transfer isotope (Li7) matches those of the target isotope (Mg23) at 37.6°C:

7

Starting Element: Lithium (3Li )
Natural Abundance: 92.2%
Atomic Mass: 7.01600
3
Density (grams/cm ): 0.5322
Exp. Coefficient: 0.000046

23

Target Element: Magnesium (12Mg )
Natural Abundance: 0%
Atomic Mass: 22.99412
3
Density (grams/cm ): 1.74
Exp. Coefficient: 0.0000248

The product of this resonant fission reaction is not found in nature, possessing a brief half-life of several
seconds, unstable magnesium (Mg23) isotope undergoes b+ decay for a brief 11.3-second emission period
before forming stable sodium (Na23) –releasing an excess 0.00435 AU as neutrinos, photons and electrons.
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Reversion of potassium back to sodium only occurs in the presence of lithium as a phonon transfer agent.
Lithium exhibits many properties that are similar to the more common alkali metals sodium and potassium. In
many respects, it also shows similarities to the elements of the alkaline earth group, especially magnesium.
Lithium-silicate glass products incorporating lithium carbonate are available for various scientific applications:
Specific optical products, i.e. for spectroscopy, use lithium-containing additives in the glass composition. Lithia
(lithium oxide, released from lithium carbonate) is also used in container glass, flat glass, pharmaceutical glass,
specialty glass, and fiberglass… The addition of lithia increases the glass melt rate, lowers the viscosity and the
melt temperature… At the same time, the mechanical and optical properties of the glass are improved, as lithia
12
contributes to the strength, durability and brilliance of the glass.

Use of lithia-glass containers facilitates induction of resonant atomic transmutations in saline solutions at
temperatures fluctuating from 37.5-38°C, whereby phonon frequency matching occurs at 3 distinct thresholds:

The proximity of phonon frequency matching thresholds instigates a rapid sequence of resonant nuclear
recombinations in cascade, as dissolved atoms undergo perpetual oscillation between solid and gas states
in the liquid medium. In vitro isolation of this biphotonic reaction cycle ~37.8°C confirms reaction cascades
perpetuated in human blood in the presence of lithium, for which Ayurvedic temple practices were designed:
"The supreme accomplishment of human beings," he said, "is to attain that level of attention while retaining the lifeforce, without becoming a disembodied awareness moving like a flicker of light..." [Yaqui Elder Don Juan then
explained that]... the glow produced by a state of total awareness... is seen as a burst of incandescence in the
entire luminous egg. It is an explosion of light of such a magnitude that the boundaries of the shell are diffused and
the inside emanations extend themselves beyond anything imaginable…
“Certainly [these attainments represent special cases]. They happen only to seers. No other living men or any
other living creatures brighten up like that. Seers who deliberately attain total awareness are a sight to behold. That
is the moment when they burn from within. The fire from within consumes them. And in full awareness they fuse
13
themselves to the emanations at large, and glide into eternity."

Ancient Atlantean temples flowed with celestial waters containing ionic lithium for kindling the fire that burns
from within. Many beneficial effects of drinking ionic lithium have been observed in the human brain:
Clinicians have long used lithium to treat manic depression. They have also observed that lithium causes
granulocytosis and lymphopenia while it enhances immunological activities of monocytes and lymphocytes. In fact,
clinicians have long used lithium to treat granulocytopenia resulting from radiation and chemotherapy, to boost
immunoglobulins after vaccination, and to enhance natural killer activity. Recent studies revealed a mechanism
that ties together these disparate effects of lithium.
Lithium acts through multiple pathways to inhibit glycogen synthetase kinase-3b (GSK-3b). This enzyme
phosphorylates and inhibits nuclear factors that turn on cell growth and protection programs, including the nuclear
factor of activated T cells (NFAT) and WNT/b-catenin. In animals, lithium upregulates neurotrophins, including brainderived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), nerve growth factor, neurotrophin-3 (NT3), as well as receptors to these growth
factors in brain. Lithium also stimulates proliferation of stem cells, including bone marrow and neural stem cells in
the subventricular zone, striatum, and forebrain. The stimulation of endogenous neural stem cells may explain why
lithium increases brain cell density and volume in patients with bipolar disorders.
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Lithium also increases brain
concentrations of the neuronal
markers n-acetyl-aspartate and
myoinositol. Lithium also
remarkably protects neurons
against glutamate, seizures,
and apoptosis due to a wide
variety of neurotoxins. The
effective dose range for lithium
is 0.6-1.0 mM in serum and
>1.5 mM may be toxic. Serum
lithium levels of 1.5-2.0 mM
may have mild and reversible
toxic effects on kidney, liver,
heart, and glands. Serum
levels of >2 mM may be
associated with neurological
symptoms, including cerebellar
dysfunction. Prolonged lithium
intoxication >2 mM can cause
permanent brain damage.
Lithium has low mutagenic and
carcinogenic risk.
Lithium is still the most effective
therapy for depression. It
‘cures’ a third of patients with
manic depression, improves
the lives of about a third, and is
ineffective in about a third…
Lithium has been reported to
be beneficial in animal models
of brain injury, stroke,
Alzheimer’s, Huntington’s, and
Parkinson’s diseases,
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(ALS), spinal cord injury, and
other conditions. Clinical trials
assessing the effects of lithium
are under way. A recent clinical
trial suggests that lithium stops
14
the progression of ALS.

The widespread beneficial effects of lithium therapy continue to amaze researchers, and appear to involve a
significant increase in the rate of cellular regeneration by which the brain is able to recover from injury and
disease of various kinds. These remarkable findings definitively indicate the enhanced activity of a systemic
cellular regeneration mechanism that has not been identified by investigators of the subject.
Advances in brain imaging techniques have allowed the discernment of selective ion deposition patterns
across various brain regions over the duration of multi-week studies involving dietary lithium uptake. Rodent
studies have identified semi-selective uptake of lithium in areas of the brain associated with neurogenesis:
The here employed ToF-SIMS approach facilitated to delineate anatomical regions of interest based on their
specific chemical profile (ROI). Here e.g. lithium and choline were found predominantly in the gray matter…,
whereas cholesterol localized in the white matter… PCA-based image analysis showed that lithium followed a
spatial rather than a time-dependent pattern of distribution, in such that it varied in the subventricular zone but
remained elevated in other neurogenic areas compared to basal ganglia, cerebellum and cortex… This selective
uptake of lithium, as indicated by ToF-SIMS ion imaging, was further confirmed by absolute ex vivo quantification
of lithium using ICP-AES on tissue extracts from dissected brain regions…
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A reason for lithium localizing to regions with higher cellular density could be that lithium uptake occurs chiefly at
the cellular body level rather than at the axonal level as previous studies also hypothesized. Overall, our findings
contribute to a better understanding of lithium accumulation in the developing brain, providing not only a qualitative
spatial lithium distribution as judged by ToF-SIMS but also supporting this with the more precise quantitative
approach of ICP-AES. Based on our ICP-AES quantification of different ROIs, we estimate that brain lithium
concentration would be in the range of 0.817–0.049 mmol/L, if we assume a tissue specific density of 1.04 g/ml as
previously observed in a rodent study.
Interestingly, this accumulation of lithium in neurogenic regions may be relevant for the positive effects observed
on neurogenesis and other molecular processes relying on the generation and integration of new neurons in a preexisting network. Indeed, further investigation of the direct effects of lithium on neurogenesis revealed that a
+
continuous treatment led to a significant, 1.34-fold increase in proliferation, as judged by quantification of Ki67
cells in the GCL of the DG… However, no direct effect of lithium was observed on neural differentiation of newly
+
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born cells in the DG network, as judged by quantification of DCX cells…

This significant 134% increase in proliferation of new neurons resulting from continuous lithium treatment in
is indicated as an isotope-dependent effect of Li7; as demonstrated by the contrasting effect of Li6 versus Li7
on mothering behavior in rats.16 Excessive dietary lithium levels employed in these studies appear to have
inadvertently negated any potential benefits of Li7 that have been observed in similar, more recent studies.
The present findings of phonon transfer alchemy concisely identify neurogenic benefits of lithium isotope Li7
uptake as the result of resonant transmutation reaction cascades induced by phonon frequency matching
perpetuated by the exact thermoregulation temperature regime maintained by the human body near 37.8°C.
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The cognitive benefits of lithium sequestering in the brain are complimented by a broad range of cleansing
activities experienced throughout various systems of the body, through processes not yet identified. Trance
medium Edgar Cayce prescribed taking lithium in drinking water for cleansing the kidneys and intestinal tract:
We would not take any water unless it carried either
a small quantity of lithia, elm bark, or Saffron or the
conditions that make for the correcting of toxic
forces along the flow of all the intestinal tract, from
the mouth throughout the alimentary canal… This
would be the first precaution, for –while it is, of
course, slow acting it will make for a cleansing of
the kidneys, a better activity through the alimentary
canal, clear those tendencies for the poisons to
accumulate through the lymph and emunctory
circulation, and overcome these tendencies for
toxic forces to arise in the body that affects the
body throughout. [Reading 840-1]
At all times drink plenty of water. Occasionally,
–say once a week,– put a lithia tablet in a glass of
water and drink it. This will stimulate better
circulation and set up better drainage through the
whole of the alimentary canal, especially as related
to the hepatic circulation; that is, the circulation
between the liver, the kidneys, and the flow through
the alimentary areas of the body. [Reading 2518-1]
Or, once in two to three weeks a lithia tablet in the
water will prevent any sediment from such activities
causing distresses or weaknesses... [–also requiring]
adjustments to prevent any of the centers or ganglia
along the cerebrospinal system from becoming
clogged or non-active, thus allowing some functioning
of the organs to become clogged by their non-activity
through lack of impulse or coordination with other
portions of body. [Reading 2780-2]
The lithia adds to the efficiency of the active forces necessary through the lower hepatic circulation, clarifying and
relieving kidneys from the distresses as would be caused by and under active principle. [Reading 3717-2]
Also, lithia, to act on the urinary tract… [Reading 4824-1]

Potent blood-building and hepatic cleansing activities of drinking lithium-infused waters were described by
Cayce in dozens of psychic readings given over decades. The combination of beneficial activities attributed
to ionic lithium within the body is simply astonishing, and have not yet been fully understood by investigators
due to widespread ignorance of the resonant atomic mechanisms driving the qi meridian system responsible
for the proliferation and transport of stem cells to facilitate regeneration throughout the body.
While the complete mechanism by which lithium induces stem-cell growth has eluded all prior detection, the
process is known to involve regulation by WNT/b-catenin signaling. The conserved WNT/b-Catenin pathway
regulates stem cell pluripotency and cell fate decisions during development.17 The present findings confirm
positron emission from unstable magnesium (Mg23) stimulates stem-cell production by the qi meridian.
Phonon vibrations of ionic lithium fluctuating around 37.6°C in the human bloodstream instigate the cyclical
fission/fusion of dissolved sodium atoms, greatly increasing the intensity of biophoton emission driving
regenerative processes of the qi meridians. This activity becomes further enhanced or ‘stepped-up’ by the
roaring infrasound and resulting bioelectrical influence of pyramids and megalithic temples worldwide. For
this specific purpose, piezoelectric stone chambers were constructed in a global mandala pattern by the
Atlantean civilization, for transducing planetary acoustic energy into high-intensity EM fields at nodal sites.18
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My intuitive development of the present phonon alchemy
biophysics research has been greatly accelerated by the
drinking of Soma elixir, enhancing access to the Akashic
psychosphere of Earth. The presently unfolding revelation
of the hidden quantum functions of positronic fluid media
–whether induced in Soma electrum colloids or ‘smounr’
saline solutions– reestablishes the fundamental Ayurvedic
knowledge of Atlantean high civilization; elevating the state
of atomic knowledge of humanity on Earth by thousands of
years, according to the wise Inxtrian ET visitor Elyense.
These research triumphs integrate the Divine guidance of
the Higher-self, reflecting the fulfillment of my given name.
The ancient Greek meaning of ‘Alexandros’ is: “Protector of
Man”. A Paleo-Sanskrit translation of my full name presents
7 hieroglyphs,19 reading: al ex an der put ne y , meaning
“ability beyond, (of the) Breath reaching; purification neigh,
(of the) imperishable.” The purification of Earth is assured
by the fast approaching Betelgeuse supernova blastwave.20
References to highly unusual circumstances surrounding
my Unity Field studies were made by Laura Peppard during
a psychic Aura Reading for this author on March 19, 2008,
which identified ET surveillance of my phonon transfer
alchemy research activities for immoral purposes involving
application on other planets by a negatively oriented ‘peer’:
There’s another present here that you’re working to find
[brief pause]. Like maybe you could say it’s the Lord of
Karma, is one sense I get from it... [H]ere’s this little thing
that looks like... a wormhole. It’s like if I look through it, then
it comes up, maybe let’s say on another planet, I don’t
know, another place, and there’s somebody else reading
these past lives –accessing your information, say. So, now
my conclusion is that they’re probably your past lives, but
that somebody else is reading them, you know, like we
would watch TV. Or, those experiences are available, so,
you’re like an open book...
You know, normally whatever energy you run in your
space that’s creating consequences in the world, and
you’re getting those consequences and learning and
growing from it, and that’s generally how people change
and grow. This is in a sense not letting that happen, as I
see in the layers. Kind of more like you’re on a
mountaintop, or protected? I’m feeling another presence
in this layer too... Somebody else’s energy is there
–jealous of your ability, but I don’t think necessarily a
physical person [here on this planet].
You know, I’m just getting these weird things I don’t
usually see in readings, but it’s kind of like this person...
feels like a boy, kind of a thing... but a peer. It’s like
taking your communication, but like, to another planet
and using it, but it’s yours. But... he’s presenting it as his.
You know, taking it from you, but it’s not in this world...
[The energy of this being–] it’s smoky and goopy at the
21
same time, and it’s kind of gray and mustard, too.
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‘Your brother tree’ granting life
Constellation of Orion, the Hunter
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After the reading, Laura remarked that
she had never known of a reincarnation
case such as mine. Past life information
pertaining to technological knowledge
possessed by Nikola Tesla, Jesinavarah
of Herai, Esdraz, Ddao, Ajax and their
many predecessors is stored within the
subconscious mind, informing my own
intuitive rediscovery of phonon transfer
alchemy processes. According to Laura
Peppard’s psychic reading, this past life
information is being remotely accessed
by ET competitors from Orion who seek
to gain control over humanity here on
planet Earth. While jealousy is certainly
an emotional response that these ET
aggressors do not presently experience,
their collective drive to expand their
domain of control over other worlds
including Earth finds its roots in the
severe emotional confusion of those
ancestors who set genetic protocols to
eradicate all feeling in their descendents.
The fair-skinned Bafath humanoids and
their giant demon hoards of the Baal ET
Consortium occupy multiple worlds and
planetoid bases within the Orion sector
of our galaxy. In psychic transmissions
received by Laura Knight-Jadzcyk on
September 24, 1995, the Cassiopaean
‘6th-density thought-forms’ shared an
overview of the ancient, indigenous
origin of humanoid populations in the
local region of the Orion Federation:
A: In this part of your 3rd and 4th density Universe, specifically your "galaxy" it is the region known as Orion that is
the one and only indigenous home of human type beings... reflect on this! Indigenous home base, [but] not [the]
sole locator. What you are most in need of review of is the accurate profile of "alien" data.
Q: (RC) I thought that humans originated in Lyra and then a war broke out there and they ended up in Orion?
A: Lyra is not inhabited. There have been homes in all places, but some were/are transitory, and some are not. Pay
attention to Orion! This is your ancestral home, and your eventual destination. Here is the absolutely accurately
accurate profile of Orion to follow: This is the most heavily populated region of your Milky Way galaxy!
This is a region that extends across 3rd and 4th density space for a distance as vast as the distance between
your locator and it. There are 3,444 inhabited "worlds" in this region. Some are planets as you know them. Some
are artificially constructed planetoids. Some are floating space barges. And some are "satellites". There are
nd
rd
th
primary homes, traveling stations and incubator laboratories all in 2 , 3 and 4 densities.
th

th

There are overseer zones in 5 and 6 densities. Approximately one half is STO and one half is STS. Together,
along with many other colonies located elsewhere, this is called, in translation, Orion Federation. Orions created
grays in 5 varieties, as cybergenetic beings, and installed them on Zeta Reticuli 1, 2, 3, and 4, as well as on 2
th
planets orbiting Barnard's Star. The Reptilians also inhabit 6 planets in the Orion region in 4 density, and are
owned by the Orion STS as slaves, and, in some cases, pets!!! The name "Orion" is the actual native name, and
was brought to earth directly. Study the legend of the "god" of Orion for parallels.
22

Q: (L) Are the Orion STS the infamous red-headed Nordic aliens? A: Yes, and all other humanoid combinations.
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Paleo-Sanskrit artifacts
Caria, Italy - 13,000bp

These revelations given by the Cs reveal the unique locus of origin of human-like life forms in the Orion
region of our Milky Way Galaxy. Complex information shared through the Cassiopaea transmissions over
decades of regular sessions indicates the deleterious effects of all forms of atmospheric contamination on
Earth will be reversed by the impact of the Betelgeuse supernova, heralding the arrival of many high ET
civilizations inhabiting radiant worlds of our Milky Way Galaxy to assist us through the ascension of Earth.
Atlantean high knowledge of the symbiotic relationship that exists between the human being and the tree
was extolled in votive passages marked on sacred items. Texts adorning artifacts excavated in Caria, Italy
dating to >13,000bp praise the healing infrasonic benefits of giant trees (above). A geopolymer sandstone
portrait wearing a psychoacoustic helmet is inscribed with the rhyming mantra: raua kar Adri raua kar adhi ,
meaning “roaring works (of the) Tree, roaring works delivering.” A small terracotta figurine of a woman was
inscribed with hieroglyphic text reading: ma-as si Adri ra ma , meaning “For (it) is your Tree, granting (it) is.”23
Thao. Aarioc and other Masters in Nature of the golden planet of Thiaoouba will be among the many great
teachers to grace us with their wisdom, guiding the co-creation of an Earthly garden in resonance with the
Holy Law giving rise to the Tree of Life. Creational lessons shared by the Prince of Peace are being given
anew; guiding our restoration of the balance of material and spiritual knowledge of humanity on Earth.
Resonant atmospheric conditions on Earth will become observable as red auroras worldwide, elevating
human consciousness and awareness through amplification of planetary infrasound stoking the Fire of Life:
For all the manifold gifts of Life, we do worship the Fire of Life, and the Holy Light of the Heavenly Order… The
most beneficial and most helpful, the Fire of Life! The most supporting, the most bountiful, that Fire which is the
24
House of the Lord!… A sanctuary of the Holy Spirit is the body in which the Fire of Life doth burn with eternal Light.
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